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What is in this month's article: 
For the "Basics", we will cover the importance of savings. 

For the "Advanced", we will cover how to plan for the future. 
 

The Basics – Savings 
 

Savings is the heart of the financial "body". It is essential to thrive, both financially and 
emotionally. It allows for opportunities, enables goals and dreams to be accomplished, 

and it can make a difference for those around you. To observe just how important 
savings is, let's jump into a case study. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CASE STUDY: 

 

The chart above shows the savings of an "average" person working and living in the 
U.S. who is bombarded with the message that savings isn't necessary because 

investing will make all your lifestyle dreams come true. The chart is created with a 
person who has the following fact pattern: 

  
• will work 30 more years 
• earns $100,000/yr (gross) increasing on average by 4% per year 
• is saving 3% of their income (national average) 
• gets a 7% rate of return on their savings  

The situation that I have modeled above is average. Let that sink in, average! 
Average means that 96.7% of someones earnings has been consumed while they 

work.  
  

Average means that even taking a ton of risk AND having it work out exactly as planned 
leaves someone with only 3.3% of their earnings can be used for their life after they 

work. 
  

Average sounds like spend as much as you want, because investing will allow you to 
retire and live your dreams. 

  
Average is what we are all told we should do by large marketing firms hired by 

investment companies who make money when you invest. 
  

However, average is not working for anyone. 
  
 



THE ALTERNATIVE: 

 

The chart above shows the savings of an "world class" saver. What does that mean? 
20% of earnings are being saved. The chart is created with a person who has the 

following fact pattern: 
  

• will work 30 more years 
• earns $100,000/yr (gross) increasing on average by 4% per year 
• is saving 20% of their income  
• gets a 0% rate of return on their savings  

The situation that I have modeled above is the recommended path. As startling as 
average is, what is startling about the above chart? 

  
IT PRESUMES NO INVESTING! 

  
If someone is saving 20% of their earnings (as opposed to the national average of 3%), 
and investing $0 of those savings, they end up approximately 300% better than being 

average. 
  

What does this mean? 
  

IT DOES NOT MEAN 'DO NOT INVEST' 
It does mean START SAVING! 

It also means that you are not relying on the market for your future. That only leads to 
stress (in the best cases) and utter failure and despair (like people are feeling right 

now). 
  

It means that you are in control of your success, and you alone! 



The Advanced - Planning 

 

Planning for your future is not as easy as putting money into an IRA and a 401k. In 
addition to the pitfalls laid out in the above section, that mindset can cause major flaws 
in a plan. 
  

If someone calls themselves a planner and just works in investments, they are a fraud. 
 

Planning requires a balancing of risks, different strategies and products, in-depth 
analysis of taxes, inflation, and expenses. And an understanding of human psychology 
and relationships. For the "Advanced" nature of this section, I recommend reading the 
book on the left by Wade Pfau.  
 
Planning requires working with someone who is a professional and creates plans for a 

living. It is exceptionally hard to do an adequate job on your own. If you need a 
planner, click this and we will help you find a planner that is suitable for you. If you know 

someone working with an "investment guy" but says they are planning, forward them 
this email. If you feel like someone could use planning, forward them this email. 

 
 

Look Ahead: The 16th Issue - Creating a Structure for Saving (Basics) and 
Economics (Advanced)! 

 

https://www.sparksfinancialed.com/so/94N3vwtGn/c?w=LiIB1PC1PbURFy8SSEnPNMgdagE2ngR9OQwu4V7xpC0.eyJ1IjoibWFpbHRvOmJyYWRAc3BhcmtzZmluYW5jaWFsZWQuY29tIiwiciI6IjNkZmJlNjQ5LTU4ZjMtNDY0MC1iMTg1LTVmYWVlZjA4OTdkMSIsIm0iOiJscCJ9

